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A Joint Image Registration and Superresolution
Method Using a Combinational Continuous

Generative Model
Hossein Rezayi and Seyed Alireza Seyedin

Abstract— In the superresolution (SR) technique, as an inverse
problem, the generative model forms low-resolution images from
a high-resolution image. This process consists of three princi-
pal operations, namely, warping, blurring, and down-sampling.
Unlike the traditional SR methods in which a discrete generative
model is used, in this paper, a continuous generative model
has been proposed for the SR technique. Rather than using a
bilinear interpolation for warping operation, we use a Gaussian
kernel for interpolation, as it has lower aliasing effect. Within
the framework of the proposed continuous generative model,
the three principal operations are combined into a unified
operation and hence performed simultaneously. According to this
combinational operation, a simultaneous image registration and
SR method is proposed. Unlike previous simultaneous methods,
we neither calculate the Jacobian matrix numerically (to increase
the accuracy of calculation) nor derive it treating the three
principal operations separately (to reduce the error propagation).
We develop a new approach to derive the Jacobian matrix
analytically by combining the three principal operations. The
results show that our proposed method is more efficient than the
recently proposed simultaneous methods.

Index Terms— Combinational coefficient matrix, continuous
generative model, image interpolation, image registration (IR),
Jacobian matrix, superresolution (SR).

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPERRESOLUTION (SR) is the process of creating a
high-resolution (HR) and quality image from single or

several low-resolution (LR) images. The methods that use
single LR image are known as single-image SR methods.
In some of these methods, high-frequency information cor-
responding to the patches of the LR image is derived from
an existing HR image [1], while in others, natural structure
of image (e.g., edges [2]) or a prior is used to create an
enhanced HR image. The methods that use several LR images
are known as multiframe SR methods. In these methods, a
sequence of LR images is fused to create an HR image with
more detail than each of LR images. This paper is devoted to
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Fig. 1. Three main phases of typical multiframe SR techniques [11].

the multiframe SR techniques. A variety of such SR techniques
have been proposed in the literature, including [3]–[5].

SR techniques usually comprise three phases: 1) image reg-
istration (IR); 2) image interpolation; and 3) image deblurring
and denoising [1] (Fig. 1). In a small category of the tech-
niques known as interpolation-based methods, these phases
are performed separately [6]–[10]. To overcome the intensive
presence of error propagation in these methods, a majority of
other SR techniques attempt to perform the last two phases in
an integrative phase called image reconstruction. However, an
important source of error is the insufficient accuracy of motion
parameters. Therefore, to further prevent the error propagation,
some SR techniques have been developed recently that deal
with the inaccuracy of motion parameters. Some of these
techniques utilize median estimator to reduce the artifacts
caused by errors and outliers of motion parameters [12], [13].
Some others use Bayesian methods in which the unknowns
(including motion parameters) are treated as stochastic vari-
ables [14]–[16]. In Tipping’s method [14], marginalization
is applied to HR image but in Pickup’s method [15], it is
applied to registration and blurring parameters. Even though
the latter method provides a wide range of priors (e.g., Huber
prior), in both methods IR and image reconstruction are
implemented in relatively separate steps without persistent
interaction. Such estimations for HR image and the motion
parameters have been shown to be unreliable [17]. There are
a group of iterative methods in which HR image and motion
parameters are improved at each iteration. These are known as
simultaneous methods [16]–[24]. Babacan et al. [16] extend
the Pickup’s method to consider hyperparameters (such as the
regularization parameter) as stochastic variables, and as an
alternating minimization (AM) method, establishes persistent
interaction between the estimation of reconstructed HR image,
motion parameters, and hyperparameters. AM methods are
a class of simultaneous methods in which HR image and
motion parameters are improved in two consecutive steps at
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Fig. 2. Image formation process (ideal generative model).

each iteration [20]. A group of AM methods iteratively use
expectation-maximization to estimate the HR image (in the
expectation phase) and motion parameters (in the maximiza-
tion phase) [21], [22]. The AM methods, however, may lead
to suboptimal solutions [25].

There is a category of simultaneous methods in which
HR image and motion parameters are not calculated separately
at each iteration [17]–[19], [23]. A nonlinear cost function
was used by Chung et al. [17] to estimate HR image and
motion parameters. Using Euler–Lagrange necessary condi-
tions for the cost function, they derived a nonlinear system
of equations, and proposed three methods for its solution.
Their first method (which they call decoupled) resembles
an AM method, but their second method (called partially
coupled) is a variable projection method [25]. A similar
method was developed by Robinson et al. [23], where they
used a similar nonlinear cost function to derive the maximum
likelihood/maximum a posteriori solution for the HR image.
After substituting this solution of HR image into the cost
function, the reduced cost function [17] was minimized with
respect to the reminder of unknowns, i.e., motion parameters.
Finally, these motion parameters were used to obtain the final
HR image. Chung et al. [17] attempted to solve the nonlinear
system of equations through Gauss–Newton algorithm in their
third method. This led to the development of a new class
of methods called fully coupled. In these techniques, which
are referred to as joint methods in this paper, the incremental
values of the HR image and motion parameters are jointly
calculated in merely one system of equations. He et al. [18]
used a similar cost function but with total variation (TV) prior
together with linearization (using Taylor series approximation)
at the existing values for HR image and motion parameters.
In this linearization, they obtained the Jacobian matrix ana-
lytically. It is worth noting that the accuracy of methods
in which the Jacobian matrix is calculated analytically is
more than when the Jacobian matrix is calculated numerically
(see [14], [15], [26]). Finally, this linear system of equations
(in terms of incremental values of HR image and motion
parameters) has been solved through conjugate gradient (CG)
optimization algorithm which is suitable for large and sparse
linear system. The motion model used by He et al. is restricted
to “Euclidean” and extended to "Similarity" by Tian et al. [19].

SR can also be considered as an inverse problem [3].
From this point of view, three operations should be applied
to the HR image in order to produce the mentioned LR
images. These operations are image warping, image blurring,
and image down-sampling (here on referred to as principal
operations). The principal operations seek to approximate
the process of forming LR images from the original
continuous image of the scene (Fig. 2). In most approaches,

the principal operations are treated separately (e.g., [6], [12],
[13], [16], [18], [19]). A handful of papers have attempted
to integrate these operations into a unified opera-
tion [14], [26], [27]. However, they have neither provided
a mathematical reasoning nor pointed out explicitly the
interpolation essential for realizing the warping operation.
One setback of such methods is that when the width of blur
kernel is smaller than a certain threshold, this combinational
operation is unable to provide a correct interpolation.
The most important advantage of combining the principal
operations is the reduction of error propagation, given that all
the three operations are performed simultaneously.

In this paper, we focus on combining the three principal
operations and introducing a continuous generative model,
basing it on a mathematical foundation. Accordingly, a combi-
nation of principal operations is developed which is more com-
prehensive and precise than the ones proposed in [14] and [27].
Moreover, the proposed combinational operation is applied to
a joint method [18], [19] and a new joint method is developed.
Contrary to [14] and [15], the Jacobian matrix is calculated
analytically (to increase the accuracy of calculation), and
unlike common joint methods [18], [19], the Jacobian matrix is
derived by considering the three principal operations altogether
(which reduces the error propagation). Rather than using
bilinear interpolation, which imposes great aliasing effect, the
Gaussian kernel has been used for the interpolation essen-
tial to the warping operation. In our previous work [28],
we calculated the analytical Jacobian matrix based on the
combinational operation used in [14] and [15]. Gaussian blur
(as is more realistic in a wide range of applications) has been
adopted in the proposed method. In this paper, affine motion
model has been employed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
problem formulation including notations of SR is introduced.
The proposed continuous generative model and new combi-
national operation is developed in Section III. In Section IV,
the proposed joint method including the cost functions and the
method of derivation Jacobian matrix using the new combina-
tional operation is proposed. Experimental results on simulated
and real-life images are presented in Section V. Finally, the
conclusion and future works are discussed in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Usually, the image formation process (generative model) for
K discrete LR images gk from original desirable continuous
image fc is as follows [6] (Fig. 2):

gk(u) = dk(hk(x) ∗ fc(s̃k(x))) + nk(u) (1)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ K , u = [m, n]T is the vector representation
of the discrete coordinate of an LR pixel, x = [x, y]T

is the vector representation of the continuous coordinate
of a point in the continuous image plane, dk is sampling
operator, ∗ denotes 2D, hk is the continuous space-invariant
blur function of the camera system, s̃k is pointwise warping
operator, and nk is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
However, in practice, what we are looking for is a discrete
approximation of fc which is denoted by f and is called
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Fig. 3. Traditional generative model [3].

desired HR image. Using further approximations such as
discretizing hk and applying discrete convolution instead of
continuous one and then rewriting in matrix format (1) leads
to the following equation [6], [18] (henceforth, referred to as
traditional generative model) (Fig. 3):

gk = DkHkBkf + nk = Wkf + nk (2)

where the column vector f is the lexicographically ordered
of original HR image f , nk is the column vector of AWGN,
and the column vector gk is the lexicographically ordered of
the LR image gk . Dk is the down-sampling matrix, which
is most often the same for all LR images (as it is assumed
in this paper, so, henceforth, LR images will have the same
size), Hk is the blurring matrix, and Bk is the warping matrix.
Wk is the multiplication of the three mentioned matrices which
is referred to as combinational coefficients matrix for kth
LR image. Since f is discrete signal, calculation of f (s̃k(x))
or equivalently Bk requires resampling and therefore interpo-
lation. Most of the developed simultaneous SR techniques use
bilinear interpolation [16], [18], [19]. If the size of LR images
and the HR image is Mg × Ng and M f × N f , respectively, the
size of vectors and matrices that has been mentioned above
are Mg Ng ×1 for gk and nk , M f N f ×1 for f , M f N f ×M f N f

for Hk and Bk , and Mg Ng × M f N f for Wk and down-
sampling matrix D. Decimation factor, which is the same in
both vertical and horizontal directions as is considered in most
of the literature, is defined as ρ = M f /Mg = N f /Ng. If all gk

are stacked in one column vector, namely, g = [gT
1 , . . . , gT

K ]T

and all Wk are stacked in one vertical block matrix, namely,
W = [WT

1 , . . . , WT
K ]T which is referred to as combinational

coefficients matrix, it is possible to rewrite (2) as

g = Wf + n (3)

where n = [nT
1 , . . . , nT

K ]T .

III. DEVELOPMENT OF CONTINUOUS

GENERATIVE MODEL

A. Using Gaussian Kernel for Interpolation

As mentioned earlier, the main purpose of SR techniques
is to obtain the HR image f . Since f is a discrete signal,
the current methods tend to use the approximative discrete
counterparts of (1) as discussed earlier. However, in this paper,
we intend to continue with the continuous interpolated form of
f denoted by f̂c which can be calculated by the convolution
of f with a 2D continuous kernel p as follows [29]:

f̂c(x) =
∑

v

f (v)p(x − v) (4)

where v = [i, j ]T is the vector representation of the discrete
coordinate of an HR pixel.

There are various forms for kernel p [29], [30] four famous
examples of which are shown in Fig. 4(a)–(d). Each 2D
kernel is often a product of two 1D kernels in the horizontal
and vertical directions. The sinc kernel [Fig. 4(a)] is ideal
for band-limited signals; however, the images are not band-
limited in general. Pulse kernel [Fig. 4(b)] is used in the
nearest neighbor interpolation method. Bilinear interpolation,
which is commonly used in most of simultaneous SR methods
(e.g., [16]–[20], [24]), is realized by square pyramid kernel
[Fig. 4(c)]. This kernel is the result of convolution of two
pulse kernels. Quadratic B-spline kernel [Fig. 4(d)] is a
polynomial obtained by the convolution of a pulse kernel
with the square pyramid. Although the quadratic B-spline
is more of an approximator than an interpolator, it has a
frequency spectrum, especially in the stopband (with smaller
sidelobs), which is greater than the frequency spectrums of
pulse and square pyramid kernels [29]. This reduces the
aliasing in the interpolated image. It is noteworthy that an
interpolator kernel has the unit amplitude in its central point
and zero amplitude in other integer grid points. If this is not
properly satisfied the kernel is called approximator. However,
by modifying the coefficients of the above polynomial, it is
possible to change the quadratic B-spline approximator to an
interpolator, though this increases the amplitude of sidelobs.
When the order of the B-spline kernel is increased, it converges
to a wide Gaussian kernel, but such a high-order B-spline
kernel produces strong blurring. A Gaussian kernel with a
moderate standard deviation can be a good alternative to high-
order B-spline. Gaussian kernels are radial symmetric and
compact (concentrated) both in spatial and frequency domains.
Appledorn [31] proposed some Gaussian interpolators which
are composition of Gaussian functions and their derivatives.
Unfortunately, these interpolators are highly complex espe-
cially in the 2D cases when applied to (1). In this paper,
a normal Gaussian kernel is used as an approximator. The
standard deviation of this kernel is assumed equal to 1/

√
2π

so that it’s amplitude is unit in its central point and closer
to zero in integer grid points compared with the quadrature
B-spline kernel [Fig. 4(e)]. Using the new continuous image f̂c

in (1), the proposed generative model will be resulted in
as [Fig. 5]

gk(u) = dk

(
∑

v

f (v){hk(x) ∗ p(s̃k(x) − v)}
)

+ nk(u) (5)

where p(•) is the 2D Gaussian interpolation kernel as

p(x, y) = 1

2πσ 2
p

exp

(
− x2 + y2

2σ 2
p

)
(6)

where σp = 1/
√

2π is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
kernel. Since the motion model is affine, a point with homo-
geneous coordinate [xT , 1]T is moved to a new position
with homogeneous coordinate [s̃k(x)T , 1]T using the following
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Fig. 4. Some 2D kernels for image interpolation. (a) Sinc. (b) Pulse. (c) Square pyramid. (d) Quadratic B-spline. (e) Gaussian.

linear transformation:

[s̃k(x)T , 1]T = Qk[xT , 1]T =
⎡

⎣
q̃1k q̃3k q̃5k

q̃2k q̃4k q̃6k

0 0 1

⎤

⎦ [xT , 1]T

(7)

where Qk is the homogeneous transformation matrix, and
the motion vector corresponding to this transform matrix is
denoted by α̃k = [q̃1k, q̃2k, q̃3k, q̃4k, q̃5k, q̃6k]T . Therefore, the
vertical and horizontal components of the transformed point
coordinate s̃k(x) are obtained as

s̃vk = q̃1kx + q̃3k y + q̃5k (8)

s̃hk = q̃2kx + q̃4k y + q̃6k .

p(x) is a normalized isotropic zero-mean Gaussian with
standard deviation σp , but p(s̃k(x) − v) is an abnormalized
anisotropic Gaussian as

p(s̃k(x) − v) = 1

| ∇ s̃k |
1

2π
√| �pk |

× exp

(
−1

2
[x − μ̃vk]T �−1

pk [x − μ̃vk]
)

(9)

where | • | is determinant operator

∇ s̃k = ∂ s̃k

∂x
=
[

q̃1k q̃3k

q̃2k q̃4k

]
.

μ̃vk = [μ̃xvk, μ̃yvk]T = (∇ s̃k)
−1(v − [q̃5k, q̃6k]T ) is the mean

vector of the new Gaussian function and

�pk = σ 2
p(∇ s̃k)

−1((∇ s̃k)
T )−1

=
[

σ 2
xpk ζpkσxpkσypk

ζpkσxpkσypk σ 2
ypk

]

is its covariance matrix.
It is observed that the width and orientation of the trans-

formed kernel (9) in each HR image plane (that corresponds to
an LR image) is dependent on the motion parameters. It can
be verified that for the Euclidean motion model, the kernel
will be isotropic with the same width for all LR images, for
the similarity motion model, the kernel will be isotropic but it
may have different widths in various LR images, and finally,
for affine motion model, the kernel may be anisotropic with
varying widths for different LR images.

Fig. 5. Proposed continuous generative model.

B. Considering Gaussian Kernel for Blurring

To model the blur of camera system, we used Gaussian
kernel, which is more realistic in a wide range of applications.
It is often assumed that the blur is isotropic in the imaging
plane [27]. Hence, the blur for kth LR image would be the
following Gaussian function with the standard deviation σhk :

hk(x, y) = 1

2πσ 2
hk

exp

(
− x2 + y2

2σ 2
hk

)
. (10)

Thus, the term inside the bracket {} of (5) is a 2D convolution
of two Gaussian functions. Using Fourier transform and the
separability property of 2D Fourier transform, it can be shown
that the convolution of two 2D anisotropic Gaussians will
be also another Gaussian with a new mean vector and a
covariance matrix equal to the summation of previous ones.
Therefore, the above term can be simplified as

tvk(x)

= hk(x) ∗ p(s̃k(x) − v) =
√√√√ 1 − ζ 2

tk

1 − ζ 2
pk

× 1

| ∇ s̃k |
1

2π
√| �tk |exp

(
−1

2
[x − μ̃vk]T �−1

tk [x − μ̃vk]
)

(11)

where

�tk =
[

σ 2
xtk ζtkσxtkσytk

ζtkσxtkσytk σ 2
ytk

]
= �pk + σ 2

hkI

is the covariance matrix of the final Gaussian. As shown
in (11), this new Gaussian is abnormalized and anisotropic.
Now, substituting (11) into (5), the following relationship is
obtained:

gk(u) = dk
(∑

v

f (v)tvk(x)
)+ nk(u). (12)
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As assumed in this paper, the sampling operator is usually
the same for all LR images. Now, if this operator is applied
to (12), we will have

gk(u) =
∑

v

f (v)tvk(ρu) + nk(u). (13)

The above-mentioned relation is obtained without applying
any approximation to (5). To make (13) direct current (dc)-
constant [29], the function tvk(ρu) is normalized for each u
as

wvk(ρu) = tvk(ρu)∑
v′ tv′k(ρu)

= exp

(
−1

2
[ρu − μ̃vk]T �−1

tk [ρu − μ̃vk]
)

/

∑

v′
exp

(
−1

2
[ρu − μ̃v′k]T �−1

tk [ρu − μ̃v′k]
)

.

(14)

It is observed that all coefficients before “exp” functions
in (11) are removed during normalization. Equation (14)
provides more precise values for the elements of the com-
binational coefficients matrix compared with that of (2), since
fewer approximations are included in derivation of (14) with
respect to (2). With some manipulation, the term inside the
argument of “exp” function of (14) can be rewritten as

[ρu − μ̃vk]T �−1
tk [ρu − μ̃vk] = [v − μuk]T �̄−1

tk [v − μuk]
(15)

where �̄tk = σ 2
hk∇ s̃k∇ s̃T

k + σ 2
pI, μuk = [μxuk, μyuk]T =

sk(u), and sk is a pointwise warping operator with QZ
kρ =

QkQZ
ρ as its corresponding homogeneous transform matrix

in which QZ
ρ = [ρ, 0, 0; 0, ρ, 0; 0, 0, 1] is a pure zoom-

ing matrix. Accordingly, the operator sk initially moves the
coordinate of a pixel in the plane of kth LR image to its
corresponding HR image plane, and then moves it to the plane
of the reference grid (grid of original HR image). The motion
vector corresponding to this pointwise warping operator is
αk = [q1k, . . . , q6k]T = [ρq̃1k, ρq̃2k, ρq̃3k, ρq̃4k, q̃5k, q̃6k]T .
The standard deviation σhk is in terms of HR pixels. Since the
mean vector μuk has been expressed in terms of the elements
of αk , the covariance matrix �̄tk can also be written in terms
of these elements, that is

�̄tk = σ̄ 2
hk∇sk∇sk

T + σ 2
p I =

[
σ̄ 2

xtk ζ̄tk σ̄xtk σ̄ytk

ζ̄tk σ̄xtk σ̄ytk σ̄ 2
ytk

]

where σ̄hk = σhk/ρ is the standard deviation of the blur kernel
in terms of LR pixels. By substituting (15) into (14), a new
form of this equation is obtained as

wvk(ρu) = exp

(
−1

2
[v − μuk]T �̄−1

tk [v − μuk]
)/

∑

v′
exp

(
−1

2
[v′ − μuk]T �̄−1

tk [v′ − μuk]
)

. (16)

This new analytic mathematical model of calculating the
combinational coefficients matrix elements is more thorough
and precise than the intuitive and incomplete models proposed

Fig. 6. Representation of error propagation in traditional generative model.

in [14] and [26] in which the final covariance matrix �̄tk only
includes the blur kernel, namely, σ̄ 2

hk∇sk∇sk
T and does not

consider the interpolation kernel, namely, σ 2
pI. In other words,

according to our proposed analytic mathematical model, which
encompasses both interpolation and blur kernels, the standard
deviation of final kernel in any direction cannot be smaller
than σp (when the blur is assumed to be negligible; a condition
that causes conflict in [14] and [26]). In practice, a Gaussian
function is negligible after three standard deviations. Hence,
in calculating the discrete equation (16), only this domain
of Gaussian function will be covered in summation (more
can be considered if necessary). Thus, the dc-constant form
of (13), which is truncated at three standard deviations, can
be written as

gk(u) =
∑

v∈Cuk

f (v)wvk(ρu) + nk(u) (17)

where Cuk = [Cmin
xuk , Cmax

xuk ] × [Cmin
yuk, Cmax

yuk ] in which Cmin
xuk =

μxuk − 3σ̄xtk, Cmax
xuk = μxuk + 3σ̄xtk, Cmin

yuk = μyuk − 3σ̄ytk,
and Cmax

yuk = μyuk + 3σ̄ytk. Now, (17) can be rewritten as a
vector-matrix format similar to (2) and (3).

As can be seen in (16), all the three principal opera-
tions are combined into unit operation. This can reduce the
error propagation between principal operations. This has been
shown schematically in Fig. 6. For simplicity, suppose that
the support of real blur is square (the same is true for circle
or any other shape of support). In Fig. 6, the gray grid is
the HR image and the dark grid is an LR image which
was warped (registered) on the HR image. The aim is to
determine the value of one of these LR image pixels (‘�’). If
the blur support is a 4x4 square centered at this pixel (dotted
square), only the ‘×’ pixels of HR image have to contribute in
producing this LR pixel as proposed generative model does in
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this manner. However, according to the traditional generative
model, at first the entire neighboring blur-less LR pixels (‘◦’
points and even � point but before blurring) are calculated
by bilinear interpolation (the circles indicate the 4 HR pixels
used for bilinear interpolation) and then these erroneous pixels
contribute to produce the central ‘�’ pixel (HR pixels does not
contribute directly). Moreover, as can be seen, calculating ‘◦’
pixels using bilinear interpolation separately, encompass some
other HR pixels (‘
’). If the values of these pixels (‘
’) are
very different to the previous encompassed pixels (‘×’), their
impact could be considerable in the value of produced LR
pixel. Edge regions or image borders (in which blank pixels
could be created), are exposed to this problem.

C. Considering Non-Gaussian Kernel for Blurring

Although the main focus of this paper (with the assumption
of Gaussian blur) is on combining the three principal opera-
tions, the Gaussian interpolation-based warping is applicable
for non-Gaussian blur cases as well. To consider other types
of blur, such as motion blur (caused by rapid movement
of camera or sense), it is sufficient to realize it outside of
combinational operation. In other words, the proposed gener-
ative model will be transformed into a traditional generative
model but with Gaussian interpolation instead of bilinear
interpolation. For this end, it is sufficient to set ρ = 1 and
σhk = 0 in (16). With these modifications, the combinational
matrix becomes only warping operation which is realized by
Gaussian interpolation. Then, using arbitrary blur, the blurring
matrix H will be created and, finally, the down-sampling
matrix D is used.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE JOINT METHOD

A. Cost Function of the Joint Method

Since SR is an ill-conditioned problem, prior information
is necessary for unknowns. In the joint method, both origi-
nal HR image and motion parameters are unknown. Several
prior information for HR images may be used, such as
Tikhonov regularizations like minimum energy [32], Gaussian
Markov random field (GMRF) of image gradient [17], [33],
and Huber Markov random field (HMRF) of image gra-
dient [24], [26], [34]. Although both GMRF and HMRF
penalize high frequency of HR image, HMRF has edge-
preserving property. Unfortunately, HMRF makes the final
cost function nonlinear. An important regularization for the
HR image is TV which recently has been used extensively in
SR techniques as prior information. For the motion parameters,
a simple Tikhonov regularization, namely, minimum energy
has been used. Given the generative model of LR images
expressed in (3) and considering the mentioned regulariza-
tions, the framework of the cost function for the joint method
is [18], [19]

E(f,α) =‖ g − Wf ‖2
2 +λTV (f) + β R(α) (18)

where ‖ • ‖2 is the L2 norm, α = [αT
1 , . . . ,αT

K ]T , λ and β are
regularization parameters, and TV (f) is TV of the HR image.
Similar to Farsiu’s [13], He’s [18], and Tian’s [19] methods,

bilateral TV (BTV) is used in our cost function to reduce edge
penalization in any directions

TV (f) =
1∑

m=−1|n|+

1∑

n=−1|m|�=0

∑

i, j

| f (i + m, j + n) − f (i, j) |√
m2 + n2

. (19)

The above TV is not differentiable in the origin; hence, the
cost function (18) is not quadratic. There are several methods
applied for solving TV-based optimization problems, such
as time marching [35], primal-dual method [36], alternat-
ing direction method of multipliers [37], half-quadratic [38],
and fixed-point method [39] (as a special form of half-
quadratic [40]). To the best of our knowledge, for all famous
simultaneous SR methods (e.g., [16], [18], [19]) where TV
prior is used, fixed-point technique is employed to deal
with nonlinearity of this prior. Although this technique is
not the ideal choice, it is preferred in most cases because:
1) it provides a differentiable closed-form structure for TV;
2) in joint SR, the incremental values are decomposed from
the main values using the first-order approximation series;
providing such decomposition is hard using other techniques;
and 3) due to error propagation reduction in the proposed
method, convergence is fast. Therefore, the HR image pixel
values are very close in the successive iterations (especially
in the final iterations). Hence, the approximation error that
appears in the fixed-point techniques is very small.

Using this technique, (19) can be written as

TV (f) =
1∑

m=−1

1∑

n=−1|n|+|m|�=0

fT �T
m,n�m,n�m,nf (20)

where �m,n is the first-order derivative matrix in different
neighboring directions and the diagonal matrix �m,n is

�m,n = diag(1 
√

(m2 + n2){(f − fm,n)�2 + η}) (21)

where  and � denote elementwise division and power,
respectively. According to fixed-point technique, �m,n is cal-
culated using the previous values of f . η is a small positive
constant (e.g., 10−4) to avoid zero denominator in (21).
fm,n is the image shifted vertically by m pixels and n pixels
horizontally. Given that the TV expression in (20) is symmetric
positive semidefinite, it can be decomposed as

1∑

m=−1

1∑

n=−1|n|+|m|�=0

�T
m,n�m,n�m,n = T = LT L. (22)

Hence, (20) can be expressed as follows (see also [19]):
TV (f) = fT LT Lf = fT Tf =‖ Lf ‖2

2 . (23)

R(α) = ‖ α − ᾱ ‖2
2 is the Tikhonov regularization for

motion parameters. ᾱ is a vector containing the average
values of motion parameters during all the previous iterations.
This method for selecting ᾱ can help to reduce resonance
around the final values of motion parameters. Hence, the cost
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function (18) can be expressed as

E(f,α) =
∥∥∥∥∥∥

r(f,α)√
λLf√

β(α − ᾱ)

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

2

(24)

where r(f,α) = g − Wf is called residual vector. To estimate
the unknown HR image and motion parameters, the cost
function should be minimized. Although this optimization
problem is convex with respect to f but it is nonconvex with
respect to α because r(f,α) is nonlinear with respect to α.
To alleviate this difficulty, linear approximation for r(f,α) is
used [17]–[19]. Linear approximation requires initial values
for unknowns. As mentioned earlier, initial values for motion
parameters may be obtained using registration techniques,
such as enhanced correlation coefficient (ECC) algorithm [41].
Given these initial values for motion parameters, average
image [15], [27] can be used as initial value for HR image.
If �f and �α are incremental values for f and α then
r(α+�α, f+�f) can be approximately linearized with respect
to �f and �α as

r(α + �α, f + �f)≈r(α, f)+
[
∂r(α, f)

∂α

∂r(α, f)
∂f

][
�α

�f

]
.

(25)

Calculation of the two derivative terms in the above-
mentioned equation is performed as the two following
relations:

∂r(α, f)
∂α

= ∂(g − Wf)
∂α

= −∂(Wf)
∂α

= −J(α, f) (26)

∂r(α, f)
∂f

= ∂(g − Wf)
∂f

= −W. (27)

Substituting (25) and (26) into (27) results in [18], [19]

r(α + �α, f + �f) ≈ r(α, f) − J(α, f)�α − W�f (28)

where J(α, f) is called Jacobian matrix and its calculation
is a challenging issue as will be discussed in Section IV-B.
Substituting (28) into (24) and rewriting the content of
the norm as a linear combination of incremental values of
unknowns leads to [18], [19]

E(f + �f,α + �α)

=
∥∥∥∥∥∥

⎛

⎝
J(α, f) W

0
√

λL√
βI 0

⎞

⎠
(

�α

�f

)
+
⎛

⎝
−r(α, f)√

λLf√
β(α − ᾱ)

⎞

⎠

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

2

. (29)

Now the linear cost function in (29) is minimized with respect
to �f and �α. The incremental values may be used to update
the main unknowns. Meeting the optimal solution of the cost
function in (24) is not guaranteed but starting from initial
values close enough to optimal values and continuing with
optimizing the linear cost function in (29) leads to the optimal
solution [18].

B. Derivation of Jacobian Matrix

Derivation of Jacobian matrix in the existing joint methods
is based on considering the three principal operations sepa-
rately [17]–[19]. This causes the error propagation to increase.

But we derive the Jacobian matrix using the new combina-
tional operation (16) and in contrast to [14] and [26], we do
not calculate it numerically, instead, to increase the accuracy
of Jacobian, we derive it analytically. As mentioned in (26),
it can be written as

J(α, f) = ∂(Wf)
∂[q11, . . . , q61, . . . , q1K , . . . , q6K ] . (30)

J(α, f) is a K Mg Ng × 6K block diagonal matrix [18] of
matrices J(αk, f) where

J(αk, f) = ∂(Wkf)
∂αk

= ∂(Wkf)
∂[q1k, . . . , q6k] . (31)

Naturally J(αk, f) is a Mg Ng × 6 matrix and the bth column
of which can be obtained as

Jb(αk, f) = ∂(Wkf)
∂qbk

= ∂Wk

∂qbk
f (32)

where b = 1, . . . , 6. Using (16), each entry of matrix
∂Wk/∂qbk is calculated as follows (see Appendix A):
∂Wrlk

∂qbk
=
∑M f N f

l′=1 (∇b Qrlk − ∇b Qrl′k)exp(Qrl′k)
∑M f N f

l′=1 exp(Qrl′k)
Wrlk (33)

where Wrlk = wi j k(ρm, ρn) in which, r = 1, . . . , Mg Ng ,
l = 1, . . . , M f N f , n = �(r −1)/Mg�+1, m = r −(n −1)Mg ,
j = �(l − 1)/M f � + 1, and i = l − ( j − 1)M f . �•� is floor
operator. The operator ∇b is derivative with respect to qbk

and

Qrlk = −1

2
[v − μuk]T �̄−1

tk [v − μuk]

= − 1

2 | �̄tk | [v − μuk]T �̂T
tk[v − μuk] (34)

where �̂T
tk is transposed cofactor matrix of �̄tk . Therefore

∇b Qrlk = ∇b | �̄tk |
2 | �̄tk |2 [v − μuk]T �̂T

tk[v − μuk]

+ ∇bμ
T
uk

| �̄tk | �̂
T
tk[v − μuk] − 1

2 | �̄tk | [v − μuk]T

× ∇b�̂
T
tk[v − μuk]. (35)

∇b | �̄tk |, ∇bμ
T
uk , and ∇b�̂

T
tk can be calculated easily using

the related definitions have been brought in Section III. The
proposed method can be implemented in the framework of the
following steps.

1) Step 1: Calculate initial values (α̂) for motion parame-
ters using ECC algorithm.

2) Step 2: Calculate average image as initial value for
HR image as follows [15], [27]:

fAV = �W(α̂)T g (36)

where �W(α̂) is column-normalized combinational coef-
ficient matrix.

3) Step 3 (At the Iteration i ): Calculate the combina-
tional coefficient matrix W(α), Jacobian matrix J(α, f),
residual vector r(α, f), and BTV matrix T as explained
earlier.
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Fig. 7. Test Images. (a) Apple. (b) Books. (c) Castle. (d) Peppers. (e) Shirin.

Fig. 8. Four degraded LR images of “Books” test image.

4) Step 4: Solve the linear equations system (37) using
the CG algorithm

[
JT J + βI JT W

JWT WT W + λT

] [
�α

�f

]

=
[

JT r − β(α − ᾱ)

WT r − λTf

]
. (37)

This linear equations system is the result of mini-
mizing the cost function expressed in (29) by taking
derivative with respect to desired unknowns and
equating the result to zero.

Step 5: Update the unknown variable using the estimated
incremental values

(
α

f

)i+1

=
(

�α

�f

)
+
(

α

f

)i

(38)

where (•)i means the vector of unknowns in i th
iteration.

Step 6: Update ᾱ using the following relation:

ᾱi+1 = i ᾱi + αi+1

i + 1
. (39)

Step 7: If the condition (40) is satisfied (here T hr is 10−6),
or a maximum number of iteration is reached then
stop else go to Step 3

‖ f i − f i−1 ‖2
2

‖ f i−1 ‖2
2

< T hr. (40)

C. Final Equation System Has Unique Solution

One of the main steps in the proposed method is solving the
equation system given in (37). We show that this system has a
unique solution. For this end, we prove that the coefficient
matrix of (37) is of full-rank. The TV matrix has only
one nonzero eigenvector in its null-space (Appendix B). The
coefficient matrix of (37) can be decomposed into two matrices
as

[
JT J JT W

JWT WT W

]
+
[

βI 06K×M f N f

0M f N f ×6K λT

]
. (41)

Fig. 9. P S N R and MSS I M of the reconstructed HR image and N MS E
of the estimated motion parameters in terms of number of iterations.

Fig. 10. Reconstructed HR image using (a) Lertrattanapanich, (b) Pickup,
(c) Hardie, (d) Babacan, (e) Tian, (f) Zhang, and (g) proposed method. The
final image (h) is the original test image.

The only null-space nonzero eigenvector of the second
matrix is [0T

6K , 1T
M f N f

]. For this eigenvector, we can
write

[
0T 1T

] [JT J + βI JT W
JWT WT W + λT

] [
0
1

]

= 1T WT W1 + 1T T1 = 1T WT W1 �= 0. (42)

This demonstrates that the coefficient matrix of (37) is of
full-rank.

D. Implementation Details

To realize the proposed method and compare it with
other simultaneous methods (Tian’s [19], Hardie’s [20],
Pickup’s [26], Zhang’s [24], and Babacan’s [16] methods),
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Fig. 11. Reconstructed HR image using (a) Lertrattanapanich, (b) Pickup,
(c) Hardie, (d) Babacan, (e) Tian, (f) Zhang, and (g) proposed method. The
final image (h) is the original test image.

Fig. 12. P S N R and MSS I M of the reconstructed HR image and N MS E
of the estimated motion parameters in terms of SNR.

MATLAB R2012b is used. The ECC library provided by
Evangelidis [42] is used everywhere initial values for motion
parameters are required. The preconditioned CG (PCG) routine
pcg is used everywhere a linear system of equations should
be solved. We have used partially the codes provided by
Pickup [43] and make some modifications to produce our
desired combinational coefficient matrix. The Gaussian ker-
nel used in this subroutine is truncated after three standard
deviations. This has a significant impact in the reduction of
computational cost of (16) and (33) as will be discussed in
Section IV-E. The mentioned truncation is also considered in
blur mask, which is used in performing blurring separately
in Zhang’s, Tian’s, and Hardie’s methods. Other parameters,
such as λ and β, are taken as [19]. For all our experiments,
pixel values are scaled to lie in the range [0, 1] in accordance
with [14] and [15]. Babacan’s method is implemented using
the codes provided by Villena [44]. In the methods that per-
form the warping and blurring operations separately (e.g., [1],
[16], [18], [19]) after warping the HR image, some blank
regions may be appeared in all or part of image corners and

Fig. 13. P S N R and MSS I M of the reconstructed HR image in terms of
number of LR images when SNR = 35 dB.

Fig. 14. P S N R and MSS I M of the reconstructed HR image in terms of
number of LR images when SNR = 25 dB.

borders. These blank regions may be filled by black pixels
or nearest pixels [18]. When the motion is considerable, the
selection of both approaches may negatively affect the final
results, because the blur mask significantly changes the gray
level of the pixels located in the borders of these blank regions.
To reduce this problem, we used another approach in which
using the reverse mapping model, the pixels that leave the
frame are marked during the warping operation. This process
does not require considerable additional computation since it
is a part of warping operation. Then, the columns of blurring
matrix Hk ,associated with these pixels, are set to zero and the
rows of the matrix are renormalized. These operations are all
realized through matrix calculations. This approach has been
used in our implementations in in the Section V, to to increase
the performance of Tian’s [19], Hardie’s [20], and Zhang’s [24]
methods.
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E. Computational Complexity

In this section, the computational complexity of the pro-
posed joint method is computed and compared with another
joint method (Tian’s and [19]). The computational complex-
ity of the Harie’s and Zhang’s AM methods is approxi-
mately the same, and a comparison between the computa-
tional complexity of Hardie’s AM method and Tian’s joint
method has been given in [19]. The overall computational
cost of the proposed method (as well as Tian’s method)
is affected by several factors, including the dimensions of
LR images, number of LR images, increasing factor, size
of blur mask, and the termination criteria of the algo-
rithm (the number of iterations allowed in the algorithm
and pcg routine). Similar to [19] and [45], it is assumed
that the addition and multiplication operations are the same.
In both methods, the sparsity of matrices is considered in the
computational complexity. The complexity of three processes
dominates the others. These processes are calculation of com-
binational coefficient matrix W(α), calculation of Jacobian
Matrix J(α, f), and the most important one, i.e., solving the
linear system of equations (37). Since the frameworks of
the methods are the same, calculation of the complexity is
performed for one iteration. In the Tian’s method, W(α) is
calculated in accordance with (2) [17] by separately calcu-
lating its component matrices, i.e., D, Hk and Bk . Because
the bilinear interpolation is used, the computational cost of
B = blkdiag{B1, . . . , BK } is O(8K M f N f ). The blur matrix
H = blkdiag{H1, . . . , HK } has Mh Nh nonzero elements in
each row and multiplication of HB can be considered as the
convolution of Mh × Nh blur mask (since the blur mask is
truncated) with 2 × 2 interpolation mask. Hence, the compu-
tational cost of this multiplication is O(4(Mh + 1)(Nh + 1)
K M f N f ). Finally, since O(8K M f N f ) < O(4(Mh + 1)
(Nh + 1)K M f N f ), the computational cost of W is
O(4K Mh Nh M f N f ) = O(Kρ2 Mh Nh Mg Ng). In this method,
J(α, f) = blkdiag{J(α1, f), . . . , J(αK−1, f)} is derived
by separately calculation of its component matrices, i.e.,
J(αk, f) = DHk(∂Bk/∂αk) = DHkEkC, where C is a
2M f N f × 4 matrix that requires no considerable calculation
and Ek is a M f N f × 2M f N f matrix has been consisted of
two diagonal matrices located beside each other (see [18]
or [19] for more details). The computational cost of Ek is
O(4M f N f ) and its multiplication with C has the computa-
tional cost of O(8M f N f ). Since C is not sparse, the new
matrix EkC may not be too, hence, the calculation of HkEkC
has the computational cost of O(4Mh Nh M f N f ). Finally, the
computational cost of J(α, f) is O(Kρ2 Mh Nh Mg Ng). The
HR image is obtained in each iteration by solving the linear
system of equation (37) through the iterative PCG algorithm.
The computational cost of the PCG for one iteration is equal to
the number nonzero elements of the coefficient matrix of the
linear system of equations [46]. Although the dimensions and
the number of nonzero elements of the sparse matrix W are
dependent on the number of LR images and the increasing
factor, this is not the case for WT W + λT. The number of
nonzero elements of this sparse matrix is approximately equal
to (M f (2Mh + 1) − M2

h − Mh)(N f (2Nh + 1) − N2
h − Nh).

Fig. 15. (a) Four LR images, (b) average image of LR images, and the recon-
structed HR images using (c) Hardie, (d) Babacan, (e) Tian, (f) Zhang, and
(g) proposed method. The final image (h) is the original test image.

As mentioned earlier, J(αk, f) may not be sparse as well as
WT J. Hence, if the iteration number allowed for PCG is L,
the computational cost of PCG algorithm for solving linear
system of equations (37) is O((Mh Nh + 2K )Lρ2 Mg Ng). In
the proposed method, the combinational coefficient matrix W
is calculated in accordance with (16). Each row of this matrix
has (Mh + 1) × (Nh + 1) elements (as before) and requires
3(Mh + 1)(Nh + 1)+ 7 multiplications and (Mh + 1)(Nh + 1)
exponentiations. Since, as the most three standard deviations of
a Gaussian is preserved, its argument has a maximum absolute
value equal to 32/2 = 4.5. Experimentally, it was verified
that such an exponent has a computational cost of as most
15 times the computational cost of a multiplication. Hence,
the computational cost of W is: O((3(Mh + 1)(Nh + 1)+ 7 +
15(Mh+1)(Nh+1))K Mg Ng) = O(K Mh Nh Mg Ng). To calcu-
late the computational complexity of combinational Jacobian
matrix J(α, f) in the proposed methods, we note that the
computational cost of J(αk, f) is six times Jb(αk, f), because
the motion model is affine. According to (32), Jb(αk, f) is
the multiplication of matrix ∂Wk/∂qbk with vector f . Each
row of ∂Wk/∂qbk has the same number of nonzero elements
as Wk , i.e., (Mh + 1)(Nh + 1); hence, this matrix-vector
product requires (Mh + 1)(Nh + 1)Mg Ng multiplications.
In accordance to (33)–(35), each element of ∂Wk/∂qbk

requires (Mh + 1)(Nh + 1) + 8 multiplications. Finally, the
computational cost of J(α, f) is: O(4(K −1)(Mh +1)(Nh +1)
Mg Ng + 4(K − 1)(Mh + 1)(Nh + 1)((Mh + 1)(Nh + 1) + 8)
Mg Ng) = O(K M2

h N2
h Mg Ng). Now, the summary of compu-

tational complexity of the two methods are as follows.

1) Tian’s Joint Method: Max(O(Kρ2 Mh Nh Mg Ng),
O((Mh Nh + 2K )Lρ2 Mg Ng)) = O(Max(K Mh Nh ,
L Mh Nh + 2K L)ρ2 Mg Ng).

2) Proposed Joint Method: Max(O(K M2
h N2

h Mg Ng),
O((Mh Nh + 2K )Lρ2 Mg Ng)) = O(Max(K M2

h N2
h ,

(Mh Nh + 2K )Lρ2)Mg Ng).

Practically, when the greater increasing factor,ρ, is selected,
the larger blur mask is desirable such that Mh Nh is approx-
imately proportional to ρ2 and then O(K M2

h N2
h Mg Ng) ≈

O(Kρ2 Mh Nh Mg Ng). Hence, the proposed method has the
same computational cost as Tian’s methods. It should be
noted that the computational complexity derived here is more
detailed than the one used in [19].
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Fig. 16. P S N R and MSS I M of the reconstructed HR image and N MS E
of the estimated motion parameters in terms of number of iterations.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, a comparison is drawn between the per-
formance of the proposed method and several simultane-
ous methods, including Zhang’s [24], Tian’s [19], Baba-
can’s [16], Pickup’s [26], and Hardie’s [20] methods. We
conducted various Monte Carlo simulations using synthetic
image sequences, and real-life experiments were provided
to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The
synthetic sequences generated by warping test images (324 ×
324 pixel “Apple” image, 276 × 276 pixel “Books” image,
132×130 pixel “Castle” image [47], 132×132 pixel “Peppers”
image, and 260 × 260 pixel “Shirin” image [Fig. 7]) are
used to evaluate the performance of methods in terms of the
following metrics: normalized mean square error (N M SE)
for the estimated motion parameter vector and peak signal to
noise ratio (PSN R) and mean structural similarity (M SSI M)
index [48] for the reconstructed HR image, which are defined
as follows [18], [19], [48]:

N M SE(α̃) = 100
‖ α − α̃ ‖2

2

‖ α ‖2
2

(43)

PSN R(f̃ ) = 10 log10

(
M f N f

‖ f − f̃ ‖2
2

)
(44)

SSI M(fi , f̃i ) = (2μfi μf̃i
+ C1)(2σfi f̃i

+ C2)
(
μ2

fi
+ μ2

f̃i
+ C1

)(
σ 2

fi
+ σ 2

f̃i
+ C2

) (45)

M SSI M =
M∑

i=1

SSI M(fi , f̃i ) (46)

where α̃ is the estimated motion parameter vector and f̃ is
the reconstructed HR image. fi and f̃i are the local patches of

Fig. 17. Four LR images extracted from (a) Disk, (b) Eia, and (c) Car Videos.

TABLE I

PERCENTAGE OF CONVERGENCE FOR THE DIFFERENT METHODS

original and reconstructed HR images, respectively. μfi and μf̃i
are their corresponding mean gray levels and σfi and σf̃i
are their corresponding standard deviations [48]. σfi f̃i

is the

cross correlation of fi and f̃i . C1 and C2 are two constants
which have been considered here according to the default
of [49]. Apart from these three objective measures, final
HR images are used to compare the performance of the
methods subjectively.

A. Experimental Results on Degraded Test Images
In this section, the test images were used in the

Monte Carlo simulations. For each motion parameter vector,
ten Monte Carlo simulations were performed. In the first
experiment, a sequence of six images was created by warping
each test image through different homogeneous transform
matrices (Qk). When the motion model is affine, the homo-
geneous transform matrix can be decomposed into simple
homogeneous transform matrices as follows [50]:

Qk = QT (vxk, vyk)QR(θk)QR(−ϕk)QS(zxk, zyk)QR(ϕk)

(47)

where QT (vxk, vyk) is the pure translation matrix containing
vxk vertical translation and vyk horizontal translation, QR(•) is
the pure rotation matrix and QS(zxk, zyk) is the pure scaling
matrix containing zxk vertical scaling factor, and zyk horizontal
scaling factor. The scaling factors (zxk, zyk), rotation angles
(θk, ϕk) and translation in both the vertical and horizontal
directions (vxk, vyk) were randomly chosen from [0.95, 1.05],
[−3°, 3°], and [−3, 3], respectively. After warping the images,
all of them were blurred by an isotropic Gaussian kernel with
a standard deviation of 0.25 LR pixel size. These images,
degraded by AWGN to reach 25 dB SNR, were down-sampled
by a decimation factor of 2. In Fig. 8, four degraded LR images
for the “Books” test image are shown. Then, using the differ-
ent mentioned methods, the HR images were reconstructed.
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Fig. 18. (a) Average Image of LR images and the reconstructed HR images using (b) Lertrattanapanich, (c) Pickup, (d) Hardie, (e) Babacan, (f) Tian,
(g) Zhang, and (h) proposed method.

Fig. 19. (a) Average Image of LR images and the reconstructed HR images using (b) Lertrattanapanich, (c) Pickup, (d) Hardie, (e) Babacan, (f) Tian,
(g) Zhang, and (h) proposed method.

To obtain initial values for motion parameters with a prede-
fined accuracy, we did not use any explicit IR techniques in
the experiments of this section; instead, the inverse of each
original homogeneous matrix Qk was multiplied by a
homogeneous error matrix. This homogeneous error matrix,
similar to Qk , contains scaling factors, rotation angles, and
translation in both the vertical and horizontal directions,
which were randomly chosen from [1 − 0.005k, 1 + 0.005k],
[−(0.5k)°, (0.5k)°], and [−0.5k, 0.5k], respectively. Here,
k equals 1. The average PSN R, M SSI M of the recon-
structed HR images and the N M SE of estimated motion
parameters over all test images are shown in Fig. 9.
In the initial registration phase of Babacan’s algorithm,
a proper estimation of motion parameters is obtained.
However, they are not improved during the main body of the
algorithm. The HR images reconstructed for “Books” images
by these six methods and Lertrattanapanich’s interpolation-
based method [7] are shown in Fig. 10. A selected region of
the reconstructed HR images is enlarged and shown as well.
As is apparent in Fig. 10, Babacan’s method cannot suitably
manipulate the image borders. It can be observed that there
is an improvement in PSN R, M SSI M , and N M SE in the
proposed method compared with the others. Additionally, the
superior performance of the proposed method can also be
found in the reconstructed HR images. In the second experi-
ment, the first experiment was repeated for greater values of
motion parameters. It was accomplished by adopting different
values for integer factor k. The percentage of convergence
(number of tries that lead to convergence per total number of
tries) for each method is demonstrated in Table I. Moreover,
the reconstructed HR images of “Shirin” test image for one
of these tries are shown in Fig. 11, where k equals five
and only Babacan’s, Zhang’s, and the proposed methods have
converged.

It can be concluded from the results that the proposed
method is more reliable than the other methods in terms
of the imprecision of initial values of motion parameters.
As can be seen in Fig. 10, Babacan’s method slightly changes
the image brightness and contrast in some test images (this
effect has also occurred in “castle” image). The reason is

Fig. 20. (a) Average Image of LR images and the reconstructed HR images
using (b) Lertrattanapanich, (c) Pickup, (d) Hardie, (e) Babacan, (f) Tian,
(g) Zhang, and (h) proposed method.

Fig. 21. (a) Four 96 × 128 pixel “Alpaca” LR images and the reconstructed
HR images using (b) Tian, (c) Zhang, and (d) proposed method.

that a group of pixels obtain final values out of the standard
range [0, 1]. Note that rescaling the pixel values of final image
is not helpful to avoid this problem. In the third experiment,
the robustness of the methods against the noise of LR images is
inspected. In this regard, the first experiment was repeated for
different SNRs (Fig. 12). The results show that the proposed
method has better performance especially in the common
range of SNRs ([15, 30]). In the fourth experiment, different
numbers of LR images was used to reconstruct the HR image
with two different SNRs (i.e., 35 and 25 dB). When SNR was
35 dB, as expected and indicated in [16], increasing the num-
ber of LR images improves the performance of all methods.
Regardless, the proposed method outperforms the other for
any of the number of LR images (Fig. 13). However, when
SNR was 25 dB, increasing the number of LR images more
than a threshold degraded the performance (Fig. 14). This
threshold is higher in the proposed methods than the others.
The superiority of the proposed method is apparent when a
low number of LR images are used. Non-Gaussian blur was
considered in the fifth experiment. A horizontal 1 × 7 motion
blur mask was produced by f special MATLAB function.
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TABLE II

RUN TIME OF EXPERIMENT TWO FOR THE DIFFERENT METHODS

The “Chart” test image was adopted from [47] and a
200 × 200 pixel part of this large image [Fig. 15(h)] was
esused in the experiment. Decimation factor was set to
2 and 30 dB SNR was selected. Other settings were similar to
the first experiment. The results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
Although the proposed method does not perform well as
before, but it still perform better than other methods. Pickup’s
method has not been included in this experiment since it
cannot handle non-Gaussian blur.

B. Experimental Results on Real-Life Images

In order to assess the methods for the real-life images,
three sequences were extracted from the videos of “Disk,”
“Eia,” and “Car” provided in [51]. Four frames of each video
are shown in Fig. 17. In the first experiment, a sequence
of 20 frames with a size of 57 × 49 pixel was extracted from
“Disk” video. The standard deviation of Gaussian blur was set
to 0.5 LR pixel and an increasing factor of 4 was assumed.
The HR images reconstructed by the seven methods are shown
in Fig. 18(b)–(h). The results of this experiment also confirm
the superior performance of our proposed method compared
with the others. Due to overfitting, Babacan’s method begins
to corrupt the obtained HR image after the third iteration;
hence, we stop this method at this iteration. In the second
experiment, the “Eia” 16-frame sequence video with images of
size 90×90 pixel was used. Since the relative motions between
LR images were not large in this video, this experiment was
performed with no explicit initial motion estimation. In other
words, the homogeneous matrix Qk was assumed to be equal
to the identity matrix for all frames. The standard deviation of
Gaussian blur kernel was set to 0.25 LR pixel and an increas-
ing factor of 4 was assumed. The results (Fig. 19) confirm the
robustness of the proposed method against the imprecision of
initial motion parameters. In the third experiment, a sequence
of 40 frames with a size of 44 × 72 pixel was extracted
from “Car” video. Original image size of this sequence is
121×72 pixel. As before, no initial IR was used. The standard
deviation of Gaussian blur kernel was set to 0.3333 LR pixel
and an increasing factor of 3 was assumed. The reconstructed
HR images are shown in Fig. 20. The superiority of the
proposed method is evident without any enlargement. Hence,
the proposed method is more efficient and reliable than other
methods, especially when registration error is large.

C. Case With Outliers or Nonaffine Motion Models

As mentioned in Section I, the motion model consid-
ered in this paper is an affine parametric motion model.
However, for the cases in which the motion model is not
exactly affine, the proposed method is inspected and compared
with other simultaneous SR methods. One of these cases
is when there are objects with different motions from the
scene motion. These objects appear as outliers. For this case,

Fig. 22. (a) Four 176×144 pixel “Carpet” LR images and the reconstructed
HR images using (b) Tian, (c) Zhang, and (d) proposed method.

“Alpaca” sequence [51] was used for the experiment. In the
last frames of this sequence, the statue alpaca moves across
the image width. Hence, 14 frames from the beginning and
2 frames from the end of the sequence [the bottom images
of Fig. 21(a)] were selected for the experiment. The increasing
factor was set to 3 and standard deviation of blur was assumed
equal to 0.2222. The results are shown in Fig. 21(b)–(d) (due
to limited space, only the best results have been shown in these
two experiments). This experiment indicates that although the
outliers appear as ghost artifact in all methods, the proposed
method has better performance than the others. In the next
experiment, the real motion model between frames is homog-
raphy (but near the affine). The 12-frame “Carpet” sequence
is used in this experiment. The increasing factor was assumed
equal to 2 and standard deviation was set to 0.3333. As can
be seen, the right and bottom of reconstructed HR images
have some discontinuities due to nonaffinity of motion model.
In the other regions of image (especially near the “Visual
C++ 6 book”), the performance of the proposed method is
better (Fig. 22).

Table II shows the run time of the different simultane-
ous algorithms for the 16-frame sequence of “Eia” video.
We used a DELL/Vostro notebook with 4-GB RAM and a
2.5-GHz dual core processor for our experiments. The max-
imum iteration number for pcg routine and all discussed
simultaneous methods were 20 and 30, respectively. However,
at each iteration, the proposed method has the same com-
putational complexity as Tian’s method, the run time of the
proposed method was less than Tian’s, Zhang’s, Babacan’s,
and Hardie’s methods. Although the coefficients of the blur
kernel are refreshed for each LR pixel in the proposed method,
this operation is combined with the interpolation required for
warping operation. Three major reasons for the reduction of
run time in the proposed method come to mind: The first
and most important is that the proposed method requires less
number of iterations for convergence than the others as can be
seen in Fig. 9. The second is that the three principal operations
are merged into one operation which decreases the loops.
Although the use of loops instead of matrix calculation has no
impact in complexity, it affects the run time. The third is the
required additional operations for preventing the blank regions
discussed in Section IV-D in Zhang’s, Tian’s, and Hardie’s
methods.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we proposed a continuous generative model
for LR image formation in the SR inverse problem. In this
generative model, three principal operations of image warping,
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image blurring, and image down-sampling were combined
into one single operation. Using this generative model, a new
simultaneous SR method was developed in which the Jacobian
matrix was calculated analytically based on this combinational
operation. The proposed method not only reduces the error
propagation (due to using the combinational operation) and
increases the accuracy of Jacobian matrix (due to analytical
rather than numerical calculation), but also provides a more
continuous search space for the optimization problem of the
simultaneous method. Hence, the optimization problem is
less likely to be trapped into suboptimal solutions, especially
when the initial IR error is considerable or initial IR has
not been carried out. Additionally, the experiments showed
reduced run time in our proposed method. In future works,
we follow two major subjects. First, we will extend the blur
kernel to other forms, e.g., uniform blur, motion blur, and so
on by approximating these new kernels in terms of a series
of Gaussian basis functions. Second, we seek to extend the
motion model from parametric to nonparametric form using
optical flow methods. Such alteration renders our simultaneous
algorithm from a joint method to an AM method, where the
motion estimation and the HR image estimation are performed
separately at each iteration. Moreover, in the motion estimation
phase, optical flow matrix will be used to determine the center
of final combined interpolation and blur kernel (16) for each
pixel.

APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF JACOBIAN MATRIX

In this Appendix, computation of each element of Jacobian
matrix (33) is given in detail. It is evident that

(∂Wk/∂qbk)r,l = ∂Wrlk/∂qbk = ∂wvk(ρu)/∂qbk . (48)

The relation between r, l and the vectors v = [i, j ]T and
u = [m, n]T was explained previously. According to the
definitions given in (16) and (34), we may write

wvk(ρu) = exp(Qrlk )/
∑

l′
exp(Qrl′k) (49)

where 2D summation
∑

v′([i ′, j ′]) has been replaced with
1D

∑
l′ . Then, we can obtain

∂wvk(ρu)/∂qbk =
({
∑

l′
exp(Qrl′k)

}
∂{exp(Qrlk)}/∂qbk

−{exp(Qrlk )}∂
{
∑

l′
exp(Qrl′k)

}
/∂qbk

)/{
∑

l′
exp(Qrl′k)

}2

.

(50)

Since {exp(Qrlk )}/∂qbk = ∇b Qrlkexp(Qrlk ), (34) is obtained.

APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF NULL-SPACE OF TV MATRIX

According to (19)–(23), it is evident that

fT Tf =
1∑

m=−1

1∑

n=−1|n|+|m|�=0

∑

i, j

. . .

(
f (i + m, j + n) − f (i, j)

)2
√

(m2 + n2)
((

f (i + m, j + n) − f (i, j)
)2 + η

)

=
∑

i, j

tvi, j
(

f (i) − f ( j)
)2 (51)

where f (i) is the i th element of f and the elements of T
are shown by tvi, j . As mentioned earlier, these elements
are calculated using the previous iteration values of f and
all are nonzero for neighboring pixels. It is then obvious
from (51) that the only eigenvector inside the null-space
is f = [1, 1, 1, . . . , 1].
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